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St. James’ RC School Council Meeting 
7th November     

2016 
 

 
CLASS REPS:  
 
Pupils present: Aiden Ikenye Y1, Alexander Mirrington Y2, 
Betsy Boyle Y3, Barnaby Fisher Y4, Jenny Wells Y5, Harry 
Ruber Y6 and Isabelle Gordon Y6 
 
The group started with a prayer 
 
A rep. asked if the KS 2 toilets were going to be replaced.  
Mrs. Bosher replied that the school is awaiting news of a bid 
that has been submitted to the government to replace them.  
The KS2 toilet work will need to include improved drainage. 
 
A KS2 rep. asked if there could be table cloths and napkins 
at lunchtime.  Mrs. Bosher said she would order table cloths 
but it would be better to use kitchen roll instead of napkins 
because napkins are expensive and would probably be 
thrown away unused. 
 
 
A KS2 rep. asked if the school Peace Garden could have a 
few more plantings in order to make it more special.  Mrs. 
Bosher said she would refer this to Mrs. Wilson. 
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Some girls had asked the reps. if they could wear ‘skorts’, so 
that they can do cartwheels at playtime.  Mrs. Bosher said 
she would investigate this. 
 
One of the reps. asked if the school could provide school 
jackets for purchase by parents.  Mrs. Bosher suggested that 
it may be too expensive for parents to buy the coat as well 
as the rest of the uniform.  He also requested ketchup and 
vinegar on the tables at lunchtime.  It was agreed that 
vinegar may not be to everyone’s liking. 
 
The group agreed that ‘ripple’ is a good name for the new 
sound that marks the end of playtime. 
 
One of the group asked if pupils could wear black trainers in 
school.  The council agreed that they would not look smart, 
particularly on outings. 
 
Next meetings:- 
 

• 6th December 2016 
 
  


